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A

A—Quadrilogy: The four-part project of 
the Burger Collection

Conflicting Tales: Subjectivity (Quadrilogy, Part 1), the inaugu-
ral exhibition of a four-part project, marks the beginning of a 
new phase of the Burger Collection’s activities, as it presents 
itself to the public under its own name and curatorial con-
cept. The four parts of the quadrilogy correspond to four ex-
hibition sites in different cities around the world, in which the 
Burger Collection will be holding temporary exhibitions in the 
coming years based on four different aesthetic key terms: 
subjectivity, narration, history, and language. Organizing the 
exhibitions in different cities reflects the transnational char-
acter of the Burger Collection, which consists of American/
European and Asian art, and signals its interest in various cul-
tural contexts.
 The aesthetic key terms link the collection’s holdings ex-
pressly with the philosophical discipline of aesthetics, which 
suggests a discursive engagement with art, whether it is con-
ceived as a set of teachings on perception, a theory of art, or 
as the study of the aesthetic sign. The Burger Collection is 
taking a process-oriented path with the quadrilogy. The 
quadrilogy consists not only of a series of exhibitions, each 
with a pre-defined focus, but begins as a temporally open 
structure. Step by step, the intention is to trigger reflection 
about a process by which an assembly of artworks becomes 
a collection with a specific profile.

  The aesthetic key terms

  Subjectivity
Scenes of conflict and antagonism, scenes of disagreement 
and discord are motifs for the opening exhibition of the Burger 
Collection. With this premise, Conflicting Tales engages with 
subjectivity, not an interior view, but an engagement with the 
field of tension that opens between the individual and society. 
Consciousness is posited as a problematic: how does the in-
dividual deal with societal ideas, rules, and models?

  Narration
Reality may not exist as such but is constructed, told, some-
times transformed and even distorted. Fact and fiction are 
not exclusive of one another but, form a complex and subtle 
relation. Position changes perspective; where truth appears 
evident the viewer may encounter shifting metaphors. Con-
temporary mediatized society has pinnacled the problem of 
narration, its credibility and validity, and with this its societal 
and political dimensions.

  Language
Language existing as sound as well as in written, oral and vi-
sual forms is a phenomenon but may also be interpreted as 
metaphor for abstract realities and systems with language-
like structures. Function and status of language vary accord-
ing to history and culture. In both East and West, language is 
pivotal within contemporary art and artistic practice. This ex-
hibition aims to develop a transcultural perspective on the 
medium of language at the same time familiar and inexhaust-
ible. 

  History
History and narratives of the past, memories and archives 
bring the contemporary into perspective: connecting a pre-
cise moment to a historical dimension, creating space for dif-
fering societal realities as well as for development and transi-
tion. In addition, contemporary art examines alternative 
conceptions of history as well as the notion of history itself. 
History becomes a subject of research and a problem, which 
contemporary artists explore in various facets.



B—Conflicting Tales: Subjectivity  
(Quadrilogy, Part 1) Inaugural Exhibition 
of the Burger Collection in Berlin

 1—Conflicting Tales Summary

The Burger Collection opens its quadrilogy of exhibitions 
and events in Berlin in 2009. Conflicting Tales : Subjectivity 
( Quadrilogy, Part 1 ) is the inaugural exhibition of a four-part 
project of temporary exhibitions in four different cities world-
wide to be held in the upcoming years. Conflicting Tales : Sub-
jectivity ( Quadrilogy, Part 1 ) interweaves the physical pres-
ence of works by more than 35 artists including two outdoor 
projects with an editorially ambitious catalog and events such 
as roundtables, artist talks and a workshop. 
 Scenes of conflict and antagonism, scenes of disagree-
ment and discord are motifs for the opening exhibition. With 
this premise, the exhibition engages with subjectivity, not an 
interior view, but an engagement with the field of tension that 
opens between the individual and society. Consciousness is 
posited as a problematic : how does the individual deal with 
societal ideas, rules, and models ? Through what decisions 
does the individual arrive at the position that he or she ulti-
mately takes vis-à-vis the others ? In Conflicting Tales : Subjec-
tivity ( Quadrilogy, Part 1 ), art is not subjected to sociology, but 
becomes meaningful to the extent that it allows the viewer to 
observe how subjectivity is formed, influenced, challenged, and 
perhaps generated within aesthetic processes or phenomena.
 In the upcoming parts of the quadrilogy, Burger Collection 
will approach the collection from different discursive per-
spectives dealing with the aesthetic key terms of narration, 
history, and language.
 
  Artists of Conflicting Tales
Jaishri Abichandani, Adam Adach, Monika Baer, Fiona Banner, 
Norbert Bisky, Fernando Bryce, Rafal Bujnowski, Verne 
Dawson, Wim Delvoye, Atul Dodiya, Urs Fischer, Tim Gardner, 
Gwon Osang, Sabine Hornig, Hubbard / Birchler, Bharti 
Kher, Douglas Kolk, Lee Dongwook, Nalini Malani, Hugo Markl, 
Olaf Metzel, Muntean / Rosenblum, Hans Op de Beeck, 
Grayson Perry, Jaume Plensa, Damien Roach, Julian 
Rosefeldt, Charles Sandison, Vittorio Santoro, Dennis Scholl, 
Collier Schorr, Steven Shearer, Fiete Stolte, Mathilde ter 
Heijne, Paul Winstanley, Zhang Dali 
 

  Opening 
Friday, September 4, 2009
 
  Duration  
September 5 - December 13, 2009
 
  Exhibition Site
Burger Collection 
Zimmerstraße 90-91
D-10117 Berlin

  Outdoor projects
•	 Vittorio	Santoro
Monologism As Poetry ( 2009 )
Installation Site: Zimmerstraße 88-89, 
10117 Berlin ( Fire wall )
•	 Fiete	Stolte
Night between 7th and 8th Day / 27th Week / 2009 ( 2009 )
Installation Site: Zimmerstraße 90-91, 
10117 Berlin ( Courtyard entrance )

  Conception and Realization
Daniel Kurjaković—Curator / Head of Program

  Opening Hours
Fri and Sat 12 – 6 pm and by appointment 
Special opening hours during public programs.

  Web 
www.quadrilogy.org 
www.burgercollection.org
 
  Exhibition Catalog
Each exhibition of the quadrilogy is accompanied by a 
catalog. Conflicting Tales : Subjectivity ( Quadrilogy, Part 1 ) is 
comprised of full color illustrations of all works included in 
the exhibition, of in-depth essays related to the issue of sub-
jectivity by writers, theoreticians and philosophers Manuel 
Cirauqui, Daniel Kurjaković, Robert Pfaller, and Jörg Volbers. 
The publication also features specially conducted conversa-
tions on the relationship of art and discourse with an 
international network of up and coming art historians and 
philosophers, such as Manuela Ammer, Berni Doessegger, 
Michael Gnehm, Catrin Misselhorn, Stefan Neuner, Beate 
Söntgen, Frédéric Wecker, Giovanna Zapperi. 

Texts in English and original languages. 228 pages. 
Full color images. € 40 / CHF 60 / £ 35 / $ 55

Design by Philipp Herrmann. 
Published by JRP | Ringier, Zurich. 
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  2—Curatorial Concept of the Exhibition, 
  Conflicting Tales

Scenes of conflict and antagonism, scenes of disagreement 
and discord are motifs for the opening exhibition of the Burger 
Collection. With this premise, Conflicting Tales engages with 
subjectivity, not an interior view, but an engagement with the 
field of tension that opens between the individual and society. 
Consciousness is posited as a problematic: how does the indi-
vidual deal with societal ideas, rules, and models? Through 
what decisions does the individual arrive at the position that 
he or she ultimately takes vis-à-vis the others? When and why 
is the individual absorbed into society, and when does he or 
she resist the social outside? Selected works by more than 30 
contemporary artists of the Burger Collection generate an en-
vironment in which these questions can be raised in an exem-
plary fashion. In so doing, art is not subjected to sociology, 
but becomes meaningful to the extent that it allows us to ob-
serve how subjectivity is formed, influenced, challenged, and 
perhaps generated within aesthetic processes or phenomena. 
This is grounded by the premise that aesthetic experience is 
particularly important wherever moral, political, or historical 
forces shape and form the site of subjectivity in ways that can 
only be traced out with difficulty.
A starting point for the exhibition Conflicting Tales is the in-
stable and at the same time highly vital threshold between 
youth and adulthood, a point in life where social identity de-
velops in difficult or at least interesting ways, also a point in 
time where more constant forms of physical and intellectual 
consciousness take shape. Antagonistic possibilities and at-
titudes of expectation mix with the problem of identity. One of 
the questions raised here is the role of the ego, whereby the 
staging of our own body in relation to the social surrounding 
and society as a whole is especially important. If this first 
question can be described as “what to do with our own body?,” 
then the second question is, “How to set my body in relation-
ship to society?” With this, our attention shifts from the psy-
chological and physical aspects toward symbolic and intel-
lectual aspects that have an effect on this process and that 
remain of general importance beyond this threshold for indi-
vidual biographies. It is now the environment, or rather, the 
political and historical dynamic of society that comes into 
view, in the form of codes, protocols, and contexts of knowl-
edge, but also as a confusing reservoir of movements and 
impulses. But how does this have an impact upon the emer-
gence of or change in subjectivity? The artists explore this 
realm by raising questions of communication that emerge be-
tween individuals and the media, political, and historical con-
texts, questions that are sometimes left incomplete, as an 
unsolvable contradiction, or in fact fail.

 Artistsa

Steven Shearer’s five coal drawings Poems VI are presented 
with a consciously misleading title, to the extent that the “po-
ems” are not poetry, but a scatological listing of apparent in-
vectives, sacrilegious invocations and insults: “SODOMIZED BY 
THE CROSS / RAPTUROUS DISEMBOWELMENT / TORMENTING 
HOLY FLESH / STERILIZING THE UNWORTHY / GRIM SATANIC 
BLACK METAL / SCREAMING IN ECSTASY / BLACK FUCKING 
SODOMY / FAITHFUCKED EXCLAUSTRATION / NOCTUARY OF AG-
RIMOR”. This suggests a reversal of hierarchies, the highest 
values are attacked, ideology seems murderous and intellec-
tuality is only conceivable as perverse. The serial listing in 
identically large boards lends the drawings a certain monu-
mentality and makes them tablets of the anti-law. Combined 
with the black, the work forms a visual wall that rises behind 
the continuous writing—this negative litany.
 The girl in Douglas Kolk’s Suicide Girl appears caught 
up in special kinds of festivities. She occupies in a physical 
way changing sites that are implied with very few lines, usu-
ally pure contours. The surface of her body is repeatedly 
brought into focus: blood dripping from her nose, writing 
scratched into the skin, other bodies pressing into hers. But 
the girl does not become truly physical in these strangely dis-
tancing drawings, always sketch-like, as if the (incidentally 
androgynous) girl were not intended as a biological entity, 
and perhaps not even as a representative of gender, but as 
something symbolic: a personified state of feelings full of 
flexibility and lightness, but also vulnerability vis-à-vis the 
world, its seductions, challenges, and its violence. Beyond 
simplistic psychologisms, the exemplary aspect of a physi-
cally represented vulnerability becomes palpable: Kolk’s 
drawings seem to imply the intelligence and creativity, but 
also instability and division.
 There is an entire series of artistic positions in Conflict-
ing Tales where individuals stand under observation. The artistic 
works here tend towards description: they depict situations in 
which individuals are sociologically graspable—individuals 
from contemporary society, although in one case, Fernando 
Bryce’s Bismarck TV, the historical axis moves into view. Adam 
Adach’s works, for example, represent phenomena of group-
ing, or perhaps community, for Rafal Bujnowski, collective 

“disciplining” is apparent, at issue in Norbert Bisky, in turn, are 
effects of standardization, coupled with the phantasm of per-
fectibility. In Lee Dongwook, morbid variants of dressing and 
training can be observed, along with the reduction of the in-
dividual to object and product; in Muntean / Rosenblum, those 
effects can be studied in that they provide possibilities of 
social behavior in a very physical sense, here the standardiz-
ing and yet identity-granting potentials of poses. Finally, Olaf 
Metzel’s subversive Votivtafel takes recourse to idols, models, 
paradigms, and the compensatory function that idols have in 
light of the dynamic of identity of groups, societies, and na-
tions, in the work however that is also a certain form of ero-
sion, the melting and decaying nimbus of the idols. The sub-
jects in Julian Rosefeldt’s The Perfectionist or in 
Hubbard / Birchler’s Night Shift are also under observation, if 

a —   Excerpts of the essay in the catalog by Daniel Kurjaković.
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not in the sense of a self-observation saturated with self-re-
flexivity.
 Jaume Plensa’s sculpture Tel Aviv Man IX seems to be a 
materialization of the notion that language shapes bodies. Ma-
terialism, which directs thought about the body to the organs, 
the palpable materiality, the substantiality and object of the 
individual, is opposed by a kind of “mentalism,“ where fleeting 
components like word and speech move to the foreground, 
and with this the metaphysics inscribed in the West of lan-
guage, breath, and spirit. As a bellows is used to produce air, 
the bodies are formed as volume that is perceptive through a 
temporary architecture of letters, apparently fragile.
 The relationship between the exhibition, Conflicting 
Tales: Subjectivity (Quadrilogy, Part 1) and the aesthetic dis-
course of subjectivity is not illustrative: subjectivity is not the 
“subject” of the exhibition, but rather serves as a leading point 
from which to orientate. The works from the Burger Collection 
are placed as those objects or obstacles against which no-
tions of subjectivity can be worked out. If the project begins 
with the question of what kind of subjectivity art produces, 
then in the sense that the subject in the present is caught in 
a fundamental dilemma: how, if at all, to answer the growing 
challenges presented by insecure economic relations, migra-
tions, and demographic changes or ecological-climatic trans-
formations? The necessary examination of our own standpoint 
can hardly only be expected from political will or academic 
knowledge, but also needs to be set in action by way of “aes-
thetic scenarios,“ for they address and develop modes of per-
ception and thought in the subject that are receptive in a 
different way than those responsible for politics, media, or 
science.

Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of Program
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Jaume Plensa — Tel Aviv Man IX, 2006; 
Steel; suspension wire; 190 x 130 x 95 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1555, purchased 2006 ]

Jaume Plensa — Tel Aviv Man IX, 2006;
Steel; suspension wire; 190 x 130 x 95 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1555, purchased 2006 ]

Hugo Markl — Mamatschi, 2007;
Aluminum; 176 x 224 x 176 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1788, purchased 2008 ]

Fiona Banner — Full Stop, 2001;
Steel, black paint; 90 cm diameter;
[ Inv. no. 1100, purchased 2003 ]
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  3.1 — Exhibition Views in Conflicting Tales: 
  Subjectivity (Quadrilogy, Part 1)

  Please download images from www.quadrilogy.org



Charles Sandison — The Blind Watch Maker, 2005;
Single channel data projection, computer, text and C++ Code; 
Ed. 3/5 + AP;
[ Inv. no. 1539, purchased 2006 ]

Nalini Malani — Listening to the Shades, no. 1-42, 2008;
Acrylic, ink and enamel on acrylic sheet, 54 x 73,6 cm each;
[ Inv. no. 1869, purchased 2006 ]

Grayson Perry — Taste and Democracy, 2004;
Glazed ceramic, 41 × 26 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1225, purchased 2004 ]

Grayson Perry — An Ultimate Consumer Durable, 2005;
Glazed ceramic, 65 × 45 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1479, purchased 2005 ]
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Atul Dodiya — Sayno Bolona, 2008; 
Group of 10 paintings: oil, acrylic and marble dust on 
canvas; 9 metal shutters with enamel paint, auto-body 
solder and etched nameplates on mild steel 
Canvas: 228 x 152 cm; metal shutters: 122 x 91 cm / 
107 x 76 cm / 107 x 61 cm / 91 x 61 cm / 61 x 46 cm; 
entire: 228 x 914 cm;  
[ Inv. no. 1823, purchased 2008 ]

Fernando Bryce — Bismarck TV, 2008;
Bismarck bust ( bronze ), 5 books ( “ Weltall und  Menschheit ” ), 
monitoring camera, monitor, display case ; 161 ×  150 × 75 cm ; 
[ Inv. no. 1880, purchased 2008 ]

Sabine Hornig — The Destroyed Room, 2005;
Wall, glass, Duraclear; Ed. 2/3; 144 x 251 cm;
[ Inv. no. 1540, purchased 2005 ]
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Fiete Stolte—Night between 7th and 8th Day / 27th 
Week / 2009 (2009);
Bronze, 200 x 90 x 4 cm; Installation embedded into the 
ground, Zimmerstraße 90-91, courtyard entrance
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Vittorio Santoro—Monologism as Poetry (2009);
Glass letters, neon, transformers, programmed light cycle, 
electronic devices, dimension ca. 8 × 13 m;
Installation view at Zimmerstraße 88–89
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Fiona Banner — Full Stop, 2001; 
Steel, black paint ; 90 cm diameter ; 
[ Inv. no. 1100, purchased 2003 ]

Fernando Bryce — Bismarck TV, 2008 ; 
Bismarck bust ( bronze ), 5 books ( “ Weltall und  Menschheit ” ), 
monitoring camera, monitor, display case ; 161 ×  150 × 75 cm ; 
[ Inv. no. 1880, purchased 2008 ]
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  3.2 — Press Images



Gwon Osang —  Eye Capture, 2008 ; 
Solid foam, photographs, lacquer; 185 × 65 × 64 cm ;  
[ Inv. no. 1835, purchased 2008 ]

Teresa Hubbard / Alexander Birchler — Night Shift, 2005 ; 
High definition video with sound, transferred to DVD ; 16 : 9 
NTSC video format, 2-channel stereo, projection dimensions 
variable ; Duration : 8 : 24 min, loop ; Ed. 1 / 6 + 2 AP ; 
[ Inv. no. 1575, purchased 2006 ]
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Douglas Kolk — Suicide Girl, 1996 / 1997; 
Series of 24 drawings, mixed media ; 30 × 23 cm each ; 
[ Inv. no. 1603, purchased 2006 ]
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Jaume Plensa  — Tel Aviv Man IX, 2006 ;
Steel ; 190 ×  130 × 95 cm ;
[ Inv. no. 1555, purchased 2006 ]

Collier Schorr — Cut Out Kate, 2006 ; 
Photocollage on paper; 57 × 47 cm ; 
[ Inv. no. 1630, purchased 2006 ]
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Steven Shearer —  Poems VI, 2005 ; 
Five drawings, charcoal on rag paper ; 125 × 92 × 5 cm each, 
framed ; 
[ Inv. no. 1538, purchased 2006 ]
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Vittorio Santoro 
Monologism as Poetry (2009)
Zimmerstraße 88-89, fire wall
 
Fiete Stolte
Night between 7th and 8th Day / 27th Week / 2009 (2009)
Zimmerstraße 90-91, courtyard entrance

The Burger Collection has produced two works specially real-
ized for Conflicting Tales: Monologism as Poetry (2009) by 
Italian artist Vittorio Santoro (*1962, based in Paris), and Night 
between 7th and 8th Day / 27th Week / 2009 (2009) by German 
artist Fiete Stolte (*1979, based in Berlin) which will take place 
on two sites in the vicinity of the exhibition space. In the past, 
the Burger Collection has repeatedly produced and co-pro-
duced projects by artists at an early stage – film projects by 
Hubbard / Birchler, works by Julian Opie, and, most recently, 
the Hong Kong contribution to this year’s Venice Biennale by 
Pak Sheung Chuen.

  4.1 — Vittorio Santoro
  Monologism as Poetry (2009)

The installation Monologism as Poetry by Vittorio Santoro 
(*1962) consists of thirteen rows of neon texts, partly phrases, 
displaying terms such as power, anesthesia, and ignorance. 
The lines read: „VIOLENCE / AS POETRY; MONOLOGISM / AS 
POETRY; IRRATIONAL ISOLATION / AS POETRY; WIEDER, 
UND IMMER NOCH / AS POETRY; HYPOCRISY / AS POETRY; 
AS LONG AWAITED, RATHER THAN LATE / AS POETRY; BRE-
ITBANDTHERAPEUTIKUM / AS POETRY; A FALSE GRAPHIC 
MIRROR OF THE WORLD / AS POETRY; SQUEAKING CHALK 
ON A BLACKBOARD / AS POETRY; NEVER MORE SO  
/ AS POETRY; GREET THE CIRCUS WITH A SMILE / AS PO-
ETRY; IGNORANCE IS NOT A PRIORI AMNESIA / AS POET-
RY; REGRET-FREE TRANSITION / AS POETRY.“

The large-scale work is placed on the firewall of Zimmer-
straße 88-89 facing the open area in front of it, the city and 
sky, which extend past it. Each of the lines of text is con-
cluded with the repeated term “AS POETRY” slightly distanced 
from the first part of the sentence suggesting a certain dis-
tantiation, maybe irony or reluctance. Across the thirteen 
lines, it suggests comparison, analogy, insistence, and play-
fulness. The meaning of the various lines sometimes relate to 
the others without being unified to one utterance and signifi-
cation. A light cycle slowly fades the neon phrases in and out 
at a pre-determined interval, causing the work to subtly im-
merse itself into the urban landscape while at the same time 
developing a subdued and intense presence. 
 The work by Vittorio Santoro time and again deals with no-
tions of conflict, sometimes addressing social and moral dou-
ble binds, but carefully avoiding literal references. The work is 
informed by strategies and practices of the neo-avant-garde 
combining them with a post-political sensibility typical of the 
1990s. Texts, installations, or sounds, the artist uses various 
media and supports for his projects that generally deal with 
multiple perspectives, polyphony, and paradoxical states. Of-
ten the works seem heterogeneous, but are in fact informed 
by deeper concerns related to psychological and societal dis-
crepancies.
 In relation to Monologism as Poetry, the artist has written: 
“The desire is not to produce synthesis or translation but to 
create a playground where different issues, even of opposite 
nature, can develop their contradictory power. In this sense 
the work does not lend itself to pure contemplation; rather it 
supports a subtle confrontation with the viewer invited to 
deal with the implicit paradoxes and suggested contradic-
tions. The work might be installed on the facade of a building 
or on a wall in a space.“ (Note of May 19, 2009).
 In 2005, Vittorio Santoro realized a neon installation for 
ARTFORUM Berlin and in the same year, installed a permanent 
neon work on the facade of the CAPC Musée d’art contempo-
rain in Bordeaux.

Vittorio Santoro
Monologism as Poetry (2009)
Installation
Glass letters, neon, transformers, programmed light cycle, 
electronic devices, dimension ca. 8 × 13 m
Installation view at Zimmerstraße 88–89
(Photo by Bernd Borchardt)
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  4—Outdoor Projects



The work by Fiete Stolte (*1979) entitled Night between 7th 
and 8th Day/27th Week/2009 is a bronze embedded into the 
ground in front of the entrance to the exhibition site at Zim-
merstraße 90-91. The bronze has the measurements of a bed, 
and is embossed with a cavity-like structure. This originates 
from a nocturnal experiment whereby the artist slept on a 
mattress, used originally for medical purposes, that registers 
imprints of bodily pressures. Stolte chose the night between 
the 7th and 8th day, as the title suggests, for this exercise. 
The imprints were then cast in bronze.
 The expanded week with its eight days originates from a 
fundamental idea where the artist slightly altered the number 
of days of a week – the usual seven days of a week (with their 
24 hours per day) were regrouped into an eight-day week 
(with 21 hours per day). Since, this logic determines all deci-
sions of the artist’s daily routine and artistic works alike. At 
the same time, it obviously does not alter the overall struc-
ture of the usual week and its durational quantity. Neverthe-
less the new weekly arithmetic leads to displacements and 
transformations regarding biographical time, duration, com-
munity and society.
 The work of Fiete Stolte relates to the genealogies of the 
1960s and 1970s with its use of time and process and its ex-
pansion of the work of art beyond its objecthood to proce-
dural methods and to temporality. Nevertheless, Stolte adds a 
more personal quality of melancholy to this conception, and 

an inclination for the more fleeting qualities of existence. It is 
no coincidence that the artist reflects upon notions such as 
sleep, suspended time, temporal displacement, and the like, 
suggesting that art is located within a less dominant and ob-
vious sphere of society. Stolte’s work seems to also suggest 
that the differing conceptions of existence can be experi-
mented within the field of aesthetics without any spectacu-
larization and without recurring to notions of utopia or similar 
forms of fundamental otherness. Rather, the work refers, in a 
subtle manner, to a different time-space altogether existing 
beyond the rituality of mass society.
 Fiete Stolte’s work was presented in Art Basel’s Art State-
ments section in 2008 and in 2007, he was awarded with the 
Mart Stam grant.
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  4.2 — Fiete Stolte 
  Night between 7th and 8th Day / 27th Week / 2009  
  (2009)

Fiete Stolte 
Night between 7th and 8th Day / 27th Week / 2009 (2009)
Bronze, 200 x 90 x 4 cm 
Installation embedded into the ground 
Zimmerstraße 90-91, courtyard entrance
(Photo: Fiete Stolte)



JAISHRI ABICHANDANI
*1969 in Bombay, India 
Lives and works in Brooklyn, USA

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Whip Drawing for Palestine, 2009

ADAM ADACH
*1962 in Warsaw, Poland
Lives and works in Paris, France and 
Warsaw, Poland 

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Ivernia, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Angry Words, 2005 
 —  The Convenant, 2005 
 —  Concert On The Roof, 2006 
 —  Prediction, 2007

MONIKA BAER
*1964 in Freiburg i. Br., Germany
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Der Fluss, 2002
 —  Map No. 5, 2003
 —  Ohne Titel, 2003
 —  Ohne Titel, 2003 
 —  Unter Birken (schwarzes Haar), 2004
 —  Ohne Titel, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Ohne Titel, 2001
 —  Set 3, 1995
 —  Ohne Titel, 1994/1995 
 —  Ohne Titel, 1996
 —  Ohne Titel, 2001
 —  Ohne Titel (Love), 2005 

FIONA BANNER
*1966 in Merseyside, UK
Lives and works in London, UK

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Full Stop, 2001 
 —  Bones, 2002
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Concrete Poetry, 2002
 —  Mother, 2002
 —  Torso (III), 2004
 —  Stack (I), 2004

NORBERT BISKY
*1970 in Leipzig, Germany
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Ebbe, 2005
 Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Luftangriff, 2002
 —  Wir schaffen es rüber, 2002
 —  Russisch Roulette, 2003
 —  Wie Immer, 2004

FERNANDO BRYCE
*1965 in Lima, Peru
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany and 
Lima, Peru

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Bismarck TV, 2008
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Untitled (Singers), 1997 
 —  The Spanish War, 2003 
 —  The Spanish Revolution, 2003 
 —  La Reina de Hawaii, 2003 
 —  East Asia Review, 2006 
 —  Elephant, 2006 

RAFAL BUJNOWSKI
*1974 in Krakow, Poland
Lives and works in Wadowice, Poland

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Drill 1, 2004 
 —  Drill 2, 2004 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Skull, 2003
 —  Untitled, 2003 
 —  Twins (2 couples), 2004 
 —  Bamboo, 2005 

VERNE DAWSON
*1961 in Meridianville, USA
Lives and works in New York, USA

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Gnome in the Vines, 2007
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Three Blind Mice and a Rabbit, 2006 
 —  Jack & Jill (small version), 2007 
 —  Flood on the Delaware, 2007 

WIM DELVOYE
*1965 in Wervik, Belgium
Lives and works in Ghent, Belgium

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Donata, 2005 

ATUL DODIYA
*1959 in Mumbai, India
Lives and works in Mumbai, India

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Sayno Bolona, 2008
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Lodging in Sonmnath, 1989 
 —  Fallen Leaves - A Stroll, 2006 

URS FISCHER
*1973 in Zurich, Switzerland
Lives and works in New York, USA and 
Zurich, Switzerland

Conflicting Tales:
 —  The Grass Munchers, 2007 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Servil Symphony, 2001 
 —  Servil Serenade, 2001 
 —  Ohne Titel, 2001
 —  Mr. Flosky, 2001/2002 
 —  Meer, 2002  
 —  Portrait of a Moment, 2003 
 —  Thinking about Störtebeker, 2005
 —  Tavernier Blue, Hope Diamond, The 
Heart of the Ocean, May Yohe & Putnam 
Strong, Zero Year Cursee, 2006
 —  Ohne Titel (Türen), 2007 

TIM GARDNER
*1973 in Iowa City, USA 
Lives and works in Victoria, Canada

Conflicting Tales:
 —  The Nature of Things, 1998 
 —  Brought Up in Mom’s Arms (Airport 
Goodbye), 2000 
 —  Untitled (Carmichael), 2003
 —  Untitled (Track Team), 2004 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Untitled (Bhoadie, Me, Nick), 2004 
 —  Untitled (Dawn), 2006 
 —  Untitled (Tobi in the landscape), 
2006 
 —  Into the Rainbow Vein, 2006 
 —  Untitled, 2006 
 —  Untitled (Manet), 2009 
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GWON OSANG 
*1974 in Seoul, Korea
Lives and works in Seoul, Korea

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Eye Capture, 2008 

SABINE HORNIG
*1964 in Pforzheim, Germany
Lives and works in Los Angeles, USA 
and Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  The Destroyed Room, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Treppenhaus, 2002
 —  Weißer Vorhang, 2002

TERESA HUBBARD: 
*1965 in Dublin, Ireland
ALEXANDER BIRCHLER: 
*1962 in Baden, Switzerland
Hubbard/Birchler live and work in 
Austin, USA and Basel, Switzerland

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Night Shift, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Arsenal 2000 (Woman with flash-
light), 2000
 —  Arsenal 2000 (Film on floor with 
woman), 2002
 —  Eight, 2001
 —  Eight – Still #2, 2001
 —  Detached Building, 2001
 —  Single Wide, 2002
 —  County Line Road – View Through 
Windshield, 2002
 —  County Line Road – Interior with 
Pickup Truck, 2002
 —  House with Pool, 2003/2004 
 —  Albert (from the series ‘Troop’), 2005
 —  Cassidy (from the series ‘Troop’), 
2005
 —  Taylor (from the series ‘Troop’), 2005

BHARTI KHER
*1969 in London, UK
Lives and works in Delhi, India

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Warrior with Cloak and Shield, 2008 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer, 2007

DOUGLAS KOLK
*1963 in Newark, USA 
Lives and works in New York, USA and 
Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Suicide Girl, 1996/1997
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  A Girl Named Dirty Little Jacket, 
1998 
 —  A Boy Called Mess, 1998 
 —  A Girl Called Veri, 1998 
 —  A Girl Named SX, 1998 
 —  Untitled, 1998 
 —  Life off Mars, 2003 
 —  Bubble Couple, 2005
 —  3 TV, 2005
 —  When Violets Blue, 2005 
 —  My Hot Ant Took Me to the Sun, 
2005 
 —  We Fell for the Girl w/ the Lovely 
Ears, 2005 
 —  Eat Your Research Assistant, 2006 
 —  Judy Elsewhere, 2007

LEE DONGWOOK
*1976 in Seoul, Korea
Lives and works in Seoul, Korea

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Eight Thousand Dollars, 2007 
 —  Drive, 2007 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Legend, 2008 
 —  Handle, 2007

NALINI MALANI
*1946 in Karachi, Pakistan
Lives and works in Mumbai, India

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Listening to the Shades, No. 1 – 42, 
2008 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Hieroglyphs II (Stories Retold Series), 
2007
 —  Sita 1, 2006

HUGO MARKL
*1964 in Pasadena, USA
Lives and works in Zurich, Switzerland 
and New York, USA

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Mamatschi, 2007 
 —  Winchester?, 2007 

OLAF METZEL
*1952 in Berlin, Germany
Lives and works in Munich, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Votivtafel, 1992 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Reise nach Jerusalem, 2002 

MARKUS MUNTEAN: 
*1962 in Graz, Austria
ADI ROSENBLUM: 
*1962 in Haifa, Israel 
In 1992 formed the collective Muntean/
Rosenblum 
Live and work in Vienna, Austria

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Untitled (Promises, after all, 
introduce the possibility of their being 
broken, which was not there before 
they were), 1999 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Untitled (There was no one thing 
that happened between us, nothing 
that either of us said that made a 
difference to our lives longer than a 
moment), 2000 
 —  Untitled (It’s pretty hard to explain 
your own life), 2001
There’s a mystery here that discredits 
and disturbs me. But I think heaven and 
hell are both around the corner if we 
look closely, 2005 
 —  Untitled (You’ve built your whole 
personality around what went wrong, 
and now it’s hard to begin always again 
and again), 2005 
 —  Untitled (You need the experience, 
because time tells what after all stays 
true to us), 2005 
 —  Untitled (The key to the future? 
What can I assume knowing what my 
life has been up till now — so often and 
so completely the opposite of what I 
wanted?), 2005 
 —  Untitled (In those days everything 
was gloriously open to question. There 
was a challenging intoxicating 
excitement of exposing to doubt all 
that we were supposed to believe in. It 
fed the illusion that words are actions), 
2005
 —  Untitled (There is a kind of sad 
happiness), 2005

—  Disco, 2005
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 —  Untitled (She lied with such 
simplicity and sincere conviction that 
really it was not lying at all but a sort 
of continuing reinvention of the self), 
2006
 —  Untitled (That is all I ever wanted in 
a way, to be here and not here: a living 
absence), 2006
 —  Untitled (The trouble with the truth 
is that it is closed: when you tell the 
truth, that‘s the end of it: lies on the 
other hand ramify in all sorts of 
unexpected
directions), 2006
 —  Untitled (The trouble with the truth 
is that it is closed when you tell the 
truth, that›s the end of it. Lies on the 
other hand ramify in all sorts of 
unexpected directions), 2006
 —  Untitled (They could imagine no 
future for themselves. But having no 
idea of the future, we likewise have no 
idea of today, because today is nothing 
but a prologue to the future), 2006
 —  Untitled (We have ground to hope 
that a man is some how more than 
emotions, strivings, tastes and 
constructions. Something more than a 
cloud of particles, mere facticity), 2008
 —  Untitled (Unexpected intrusions of 
beauty this is what life is), 2008

HANS OP DE BEECK
*1969 in Turnhout, Belgium
Lives and works in Brussels, Belgium

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Loss, 2004
 —  After the Party, 2007 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Places (Gardening 2), 2004
 —  Merry-Go-Round (2), 2006
 —  Party Animal I, 2006
 —  Party Animal III, 2006
 —  Sand Bath, 2006
 —  Family (1), 2007
 —  In Articulo Mortis, 2008

GRAYSON PERRY
*1960 in Chelmsford, UK
Lives and works in London, UK

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Taste and Democracy, 2004 
 —  An Ultimate Consumer Durable, 
2005 

JAUME PLENSA
*1955 in Barcelona, Spain
Lives and works in Barcelona, Spain 
and Paris, France

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Tel Aviv Man IX, 2006
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Blake, 1994
 —  IT, 1997
 —  Refinement, 2002
 —  Speculation, 2002
 —  Consugalit, 2003
 —  A Cesar Vallejo V, 2007

DAMIEN ROACH
*1980 in Bromley, UK
Lives and works in London, UK

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Chapter 7: Self and the Common 
World, 2008 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Untitled (Cube), 2008

JULIAN ROSEFELDT
*1965 in Munich, Germany
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  The Perfectionist (Trilogy of Failure 
Part III), 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Stunned Man, 2004
 —  The Soundmaker (Trilogy of Failure 
Part 1), 2004
 —  The Soundmaker (Production Set 
Photography 2), 2005
 —  The Soundmaker (Production Set 
Photography 3), 2005
 —  Stunned Man (Film Still 1), 2005
 —  Stunned Man (Film Still 2), 2005
 —  Stunned Man (Film Still 3), 2005
 —  Stunned Man (Film Still 4), 2005
 —  The Ship of Fool, 2007

CHARLES SANDISON 
*1969 in Northumberland, Scotland
Lives and works in Tampere, Finland

Conflicting Tales:
 —  The Blind Watch Maker, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Question Exclamation Stop, 2004
 —  God Doesn’t Play Dice with the 
Universe, 2004

VITTORIO SANTORO
*1962 in Zurich, Switzerland
Lives and works in Paris, France and 
Zurich, Switzerland

Conflicting Tales:
 —  How can I / Make it right, March – 
August 2005, 2005
Outdoor: 
 —  Monologism as Poetry, 2009 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  There is Something You Should 
Know, 2005
 —  The Elephant in the Room, 
March – September 2007, 2007

DENNIS SCHOLL
*1980 in Hünfeld, Germany
Lives and works in Hamburg, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Kiwi, 2008
 —  Kord, 2008 
 —  Gefährdete Natur, 2008 
 —  Meine fünf Brüder, 2008 
 —  Portrait, 2008 
 —  Sohn von Phoibos, 2008 
 —  Bläschen, 2008 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Die Apotheose, Johnny Furchtbar, 
2005
 —  2. Variation, 2006
 —  Schwester Insel, 2006
 —  Borromäisches Stöckchen, 2006
 —  Zweifache Darbietung, 2007
 —  Der Engel den ich sah hob seine 
Hand zum Himmel, 2008

COLLIER SCHORR
*1963 in New York, USA
Lives and works in Brooklyn, USA

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Jens F (Page 48), 2006
 —  Sheepskin, 2006 
 —  Cut Out Kate, 2006 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Hooded Figures (B.C.), 2003
 —  Bell Tower (H.T.), 2003
 —  An Image and a Likeness (H.T. & 
A.M.), 2003
 —  Allogenes, 2003
 —  Torso, 2006
 —  Charlie as He Was, 2007 
 —  Motion, 2007
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STEVEN SHEARER
*1968 in New Westminster, Canada
Lives and works in Vancouver, Canada

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Poems VI, 2005
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Girl, 1999
 —  Oueff, 2000
 —  Dirtyface, 2001
 —  Little Sniffer, 2004
 —  Untitled, 2004
 —  Fuck I’m Dead, 2004
 —  Hand, 2004
 —  Varmint, 2004
 —  Slumber, 2004
 —  Mouthbreather, 2005
 —  Birdy, 2005

FIETE STOLTE
* 1979 in Berlin, Germany
Lives and works in Helsinki, Finland 
and Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Be There 8 Days a Week, 2007
8 Sunrises / 8 Sunsets (from: 8 Day 
Week Trip), Series E, 2008
Outdoor: 
 —  Night between 7th and 8th 
Day / 27th Week / 2009, 2009
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Turn, 2008

MATHILDE TER HEIJNE
*1969 in Strasbourg, France
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Mathilde, Mathilde, 2000 
 —  The Glass Woman, 2004 
 —  Drawing Down the Moon, 2006 

PAUL WINSTANLEY
*1954 in Manchester, UK
Lives and works in London, UK

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Utopia 2, 2005 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Study for Veil 12B, 2002
 —  Woman at a Window 5, 2003
 —  Tiananmen Square, 2007

ZHANG DALI
*1963 in Harbin, China
Lives and works in Beijing, China

Conflicting Tales:
 —  Demolition & Dialogue (Chaoyang-
men Wai Avenue, Beijing), 1998 
 —  Demolition (Ciqikou, Beijing), 1999 
Other works in the Burger Collection:
 —  Dialogue (Prime Hotel, Beijing), 1999
 —  Landscape, 2006

For detailed information please visit 
www.burgercollection.org
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  6 — Public Programs
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  10-09-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Teresa Hubbard and Alexander Birchler and 
Guest (English)

  11-09-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Damien Roach and Guest (English)

  12-09-09, 2 pm 
Exhibition Tour with Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of 
Program (German)

  24-09-09, 7 pm
Exhibition Tour with Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of 
Program

  25-09-09, 7 pm
Exhibition Tour with Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of 
Program

  05-10-09, 7 pm
Video Screening—Graduates of the Universität der Künste 
Berlin show new works; under the direction of Christiane 
Möbus. Videos by Silva Agostini, Ayelet Albenda, Clara 
Bausch, Peter Dobroschke, Antje Engelmann, Andrea Huyoff, 
Cyrill Lachauer, Marta Leite, Cristóbal León / Niles Atal-
lah / Joaquin Cociña, Ria Patricia Röder, Judy Ross, Asli 
Sungu, Anita Tarnutzer
The screening will take place at Temporäre Kunsthalle, Berlin

  29-10-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Fiete Stolte and Guest (German)

  30-10-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Jaume Plensa and Guest (English)

  31-10-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Mathilde ter Heijne and Guest (German)

  13-11-09, 7 pm 
Live Speakers: Guided tours with students of Freie Univer-
sität Berlin; under the direction of Jürgen Dehm (German)

  20-11-09, 7 pm 
Live Speakers: Guided tours with students of Freie Univer-
sität Berlin; under the direction of Jürgen Dehm (German)

  26-11-09
Round Table about contemporary hybridization of theory and 
practice in the arts with p-r-o-x-y, Zurich, Manuel Cirauqui, 
Paris and other participants (English / German)

  27-11-09, 7 pm 
Live Speakers: Guided tours with students of Freie Univer-
sität Berlin; under the direction of Jürgen Dehm (German)

  

  03-12-09, 7 pm 
Artist Talk with Fernando Bryce and Guest (German)

  04-12-09, 7 pm 
Exhibition Tour with Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of 
Program (German)

  06-12-09, 7 pm
Round Table Discussion concluding a two-day workshop with 
participants of De Appel Curatorial Programme, Amsterdam 
(English)  

For detailed and updated information please visit 
www.quadrilogy.org



C — Catalog 

  1 — Concept of the Publication

As its first catalog in a cohesive four-part project, the Burg-
er Collection publishes Conflicting Tales: Subjectivity 
(Quadrilogy, Part 1). The publication engenders the discur-
sive context for the exhibition with its more than 35 artists 
and roughly 70 works, a context mainly dealing with the aes-
thetic key term subjectivity. Conflicting Tales kicks off with 
essays by a generation of younger critics, writers and phi-
losophers such as Manuel Cirauqui, Daniel Kurjaković, Rob-
ert Pfaller, and Jörg Volbers about the intricacies and para-
doxes of contemporary subjectivity. From different 
perspectives they develop theses for the current relevance 
of the term without necessarily going into its historic dimen-
sion. Jörg Volbers traces some paradoxes of subjectivity in 
his essay “Difficulties of Self-Encounter,” particularly refer-
encing Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage, Foucault’s Hermeneu-
tic of the Self and Ludwig Wittgenstein’s language-game. 
The essay by Robert Pfaller echoes a coincidentally found 
manuscript, which contains astonishing insight about the 
problem of subjectivity. The author pushes forward to an 
evident thesis according to which taste constitutes a crucial 
factor of subjectivation and individuation (“The Anonymous 
Script on Subjectivation”). Manuel Cirauqui undertakes a re-
definition of the function of the author who represents the 
narrative pivot of any subjectivity in his essay “Paradigm”. He 
particularly plays with the term “collage” which was being 
developed and extended in the context of postmodern the-
ories of subjectivity (Fredric Jameson). In his essay “Detours 
to Subjectivity”, Daniel Kurjaković characterizes works in-
cluded in the exhibition as well as delineates the curatorial 
perspectives. Additionally, up and coming researchers and 
new voices in art theory and art history such as Manuela 
Ammer, Berni Doessegger, Michael Gnehm, Catrin Misselhorn, 
Stefan Neuner, Beate Söntgen, Frédéric Wecker, and Giovan-
na Zapperi engage in a discussion about the complex and 
stimulating relationship between artworks and theoretical 
discourse. The conversations do not jade this problem but 
form a kaleidoscope of conceptualities and historical scen-
eries, speculations and analyses. The essays together with 
the conversation form the theoretical context of the exhibi-
tion. The publication also features an expanded suite of full 
color plates of selected works in the exhibition as well as a 
visual index with all of the works shown in Conflicting Tales. 
Inserts by artists Vittorio Santoro and Fiete Stolte who have 
been commissioned to create new outdoor projects com-
plete this publication.

  2 — Bibliographical Data

  Title  
Conflicting Tales: Subjectivity (Quadrilogy, Part 1)

  Edited by 
Daniel Kurjaković

  Authors
Manuela Ammer, Manuel Cirauqui, Berni Doessegger, 
Michael Gnehm, Daniel Kurjaković, Catrin Misselhorn,  
Stefan Neuner, Robert Pfaller, Seraina Renz, Beate Söntgen, 
Jörg Volbers, Frédéric Wecker, Giovanna Zapperi

  Edition
2500 copies

English and original languages (German, French, Spanish)
Publication date: 1 September 2009
Hardcover, 228 pages, full color images
Published by the Burger Collection and JRP|Ringier, Zurich
€ 40 / CHF 60 / £ 35 / $ 55
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  3 — Authors

Manuela Ammer is a critic and curator based in Vienna. Current-
ly she is preparing the exhibitions See this Sound—Verspre-
chungen von Bild und Ton (Lentos Kunstmuseum, Linz 2009) 
and Changing Channels: Zwischen Museum und Massenmedi-
um—Kunst und Fernsehen 1963-1987 (MUMOK Museum Mod-
erner Kunst, Vienna 2010). Her essays have been published in 
Texte zur Kunst, Parkett and Springerin amongst others.

Manuel Cirauqui is a writer and independent curator based in 
Paris. His most recent exhibition projects include Agusti Cen-
telles (Jeu de Paume, Paris 2009) and Jordi Colomer (Jeu de 
Paume, Paris 2008). He has undertaken numerous written col-
laborations with artists. The latest, entitled “An Inquiry on Cha-
os,” is carried out throughout 2009. He collaborates regularly 
with magazines such as 20/27, Le Magazine Double, Kaiserin, 
Lapiz, Latinart.com and Kaleidoscope.

Berni Doessegger is a philosopher, writer, music theorist, co-
editor of p-r-o-x-y.ch and guest lecturer at Zurich University of 
the Arts. He lives in Zurich.

Catrin Misselhorn is research assistant at the Department of 
Philosophy at the University of Tübingen. In 2003 she received 
her PhD with the thesis “Wirkliche Möglichkeiten – Mögliche 
Wirklichkeiten. Grundriss einer Theorie modaler Rechtferti-
gung.” Other publications include �Ästhetische Erfahrung und 
die Perspektive der ersten Person,” in Anatomie der Subjek-
tivität (Frankfurt 2005) and “Ist Schönheit ein Gefühl?,” in per.
SPICE! Wirklichkeit und Relativität des Ästhetischen (Berlin 
2009).

Stefan Neuner is research assistant at the Institute of Art His-
tory, University of Zurich, as well as research assistant at the 
Institute for Critical Theory, Zurich University of the Arts. His 
recent publications include Maskierung der Malerei. Jasper 
Johns nach Willem de Kooning (Munich 2008) and Bilder und 
Gemeinschaften (ed. with Beate Fricke and Markus Klammer, 
Munich 2009).

Robert Pfaller teaches philosophy and cultural studies at the 
University for Art and Industrial Design Linz and at the Vienna 
University of Technology. He has been a guest lecturer in Am-
sterdam, Berlin, Chicago, Oslo, Strasbourg and Zurich. His re-
cent publications include Das schmutzige Heilige und die re-
ine Vernunft. Symptome der Gegenwartskultur (Frankfurt a.M. 
2008) and Ästhetik der Interpassivität (Hamburg 2009).

Beate Söntgen is professor of art history at Ruhr University of 
Bochum. She was Laurenz Professor for Contemporary Art at 
the University of Basel and contributed to exhibitions such as 
Matisse—Figur Farbe Raum (K20, Düsseldorf). She is the au-
thor of several publications on art and art theory and her cur-
rent research project is entitled Interieur – Von der Zugänglich-
keit des Bildes in Barock und Moderne.

Jörg Volbers is research assistant at the Institute for Philosophy, 
Freie Universität Berlin. He works on theories of the practice 
and the body, as well as on the critique of reason and on skepti-
cism. He recently published Selbsterkenntnis und Lebensform. 
Kritische Subjektivität nach Wittgenstein und Foucault (Biele-
feld 2009).

Frédéric Wecker is a critic and editor. He is the chief editor 
of the contemporary art magazine art 21 he founded in 2005. 
In 2003 Wecker initiated the Revue francophone d’esthétique, 
together with Jean-Pierre Cometti, Jacques Morizot and Roger 
Pouivet, to promote analytical aesthetics in France.

Giovanna Zapperi is an art historian. She is currently research 
associate at EHESS, Paris. She taught at Université de Tours, 
Sciences-Po in Paris and as Rudolf Arnheim Guest Professor, at 
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. In 2009 she was Fellow of the 
Institute for Advanced Studies in Nantes. She worked on the 
avant-gardes of the 1910s, on feminism and on contemporary 
art. Her book Marcel Duchamp et son image. Le rôle de l�artiste 
dans la culture de masse, is forthcoming in 2010.



D — About the Burger Collection 

  1 — Profile

The Burger Collection is a private collection of international 
contemporary art, which Monique Burger has been building up 
since the early 1990s. The collection encompasses different 
media with emphases in European/American and Asian art and 
currently includes more than 1000 works by approximately 120 
artists. Aside from established artists, the Burger Collection also 
includes works of younger artists. The Burger Collection also 
engages in arts patronage, in recent years making possible the 
film project House with Pool by the artists Teresa Hubbard and 
Alexander Birchler, the Motion Pictures project by Julian Opie, 
or Herlinde Koelbl’s work Wille, Macht und Wandel. Currently, 
the Burger Collection is supporting the Venice Biennale exhibi-
tion by artist Pak Sheung Chuen, together with Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council. The Burger Collection is also patron of 
Para/Site Art Space in Hong Kong, KHOJ Alternative Space in 
New Delhi, Kunsthalle Zürich, and Asia Art Archive in Hong Kong. 
In recent years, works from the Burger Collection have been 
lent to numerous institutions such as Munich’s Pinakothek der 
Moderne, Guggenheim Museum New York, Centre d’Art Contem-
porain in Lyon, or the São Paulo Biennial. 

 Web
www.burgercollection.org
www.quadrilogy.org
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  2.1 — Monique Burger, Collector
Monique Burger was born and raised in Switzerland. After 
graduating from KV Zürich Business School, she spent two 
years in the US. Upon returning to Switzerland she had a suc-
cessful career in private banking and headhunting. She is 
married to Max Burger and has a son. In 2005 she and her 
husband moved to Hong Kong. She began collecting contem-
porary art in the early 1990s. She created the collection’s first 
website in 2002/03 to publish the growing holdings of the 
Burger Collection, and to make it available to the public.

photo: Sibylle Koch und Toshimi Ogasawara

  2.2 — Daniel Kurjaković, Curator / Head of Program
Daniel Kurjaković is curator and head of program of the Burg-
er Collection. He conceived the concept of the quadrilogy 
with its four exhibitions about subjectivity, history, narration, 
and language. In 2009, he curated the exhibition We’ll Know 
Where When We Get There by Sonic Youth’s Lee Ranaldo at 
Cneai Art Center in Paris, The Large Work by p-r-o-x-y at Pal-
ais Bleu in Trogen, Reserven by Swiss artist Franziska Koch at 
Kunsthof Zürich. Between 1995 and 2002 he directed the 
publishing house MEMORY/CAGE EDITIONS, Zurich. From 
2002-2008 he taught theory of contemporary art at Zurich 
University of the Arts. He has lectured at various universities 
and art schools across Europe.

photo: Herlinde Koelbl

  2 — Portraits
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Monique Burger — Director
Daniel Kurjaković — Curator / Head of program
Seraina Renz — Curatorial assistant
Tanja Vonseelen — Exhibition management Berlin 
Sibylle Koch — Project assistant
Chantal Wong — International press 
Helen Dengler — Public relations
Yves P. Biggoer-Burger, Han Byul Jung — Interns
Philipp Herrmann — Design
Toshimi Ogasawara — Photography, technical support
Katharina Suter — Bookkeeping
Jürgen Schwämmle, Oliver Scharfbier,  
 Heiko Blankenstein — Exhibition installation
Alain Kantarjian & Ludovic Rivalan,  
 LRAK, Paris — Film documentation 
David Forster — Exhibition renderings

Seraina Renz, Curatorial Assistant
Phone +41 43 931 71 10
Mobile +41 79 813 74 43
info@burgercollection.org

Tanja Vonseelen, Exhibition Management Berlin / Press
Phone +49 30 28 38 42 77
Mobile +49 1520 406 20 40
berlin@burgercollection.org
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